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ABSTRACT
The increasingly reckless, aggressive and even hostile style and content of contemporary societal encounters between human persons in their differentiated embodiment disrupts and disturbs the potential for realization of human community on a global scale. From the framework of political theology, the lecture considers the subtle and signifying capacity of the Spirit to lead human persons in their freedom to new discoveries and to unexpected experiences of grace, justice and wisdom.
Political theology functions as the mode or framework for this reflection on the Holy Spirit. In this mode or framework, theology analyzes and critiques cultural meanings and social (i.e., political, economic, and technological) arrangements from the perspective of differing interpretations of God’s dealings with the world.\(^1\) Political theology is not new: Recall that Augustine “stripped imperial rhetoric of its divine pretensions;” Aquinas contested the “delirious [and totalizing] epistemology of empire;” and Luther “insisted that resistance to both ecclesial and political authorities [may stand as] a faithful response to God.”\(^2\) Scrutiny of the signs of current times uncovers social oppression of human persons in their embodied differences as an urgent and key priority of contemporary political theology.

Through apathy and silence, we sanction the social oppression of children, women, and men constructed as different from ourselves. This predicament constitutes a challenge not only to daily human living, but to Christian discipleship (and theology).\(^3\) We know that Christian living never occurs in a vacuum, but rather in particular times and places, in complicated and messy mixes of historical, cultural, and social (i.e., political, economic, technological) events and circumstances. At this historical moment, our global situation has become such that the dynamics and conflicts of neoliberal capitalism have thrown us together—we peoples of the world with our differing cultures, religions, practices, feelings, fears, hopes, and ordinary ways of daily living. We are pressed into a common space generated by neo-liberal capitalism “that both represses and homogenizes” us and too often sets us in opposition to one another.\(^4\) Further, the intensification of the ecological crisis radically clarifies humanity’s fundamental unity \textit{in} difference and raises the stakes for the ongoing survival and life of all species, including the human.\(^5\) “Perhaps, our age with all its divisions and hostilities,” observes Anselm Min, “has special need to appreciate the Holy Spirit precisely as the Spirit of fellowship and solidarity.”\(^6\)

This lecture considers the mission of the Spirit in our time as affirming and embracing human embodied difference and as animating us in and through our own difference(s) and our freedom to affirm and embrace one another in active compassionate solidarity. The aim here is not to reconstruct the doctrine of the Holy Spirit, but rather to explore a possibility evoked by a reading of French theologian Louis-Marie Chauvet. “The Spirit,” writes Chauvet, “\textit{is} God Different... [A]t the same time, [the Spirit] is God closest to humankind, to the point of inscribing God’s
very self into our corporality in order to divinize it.” He continues: “A constant feature of ancient liturgies is their linking of the Spirit and the body. Furthermore, in the liturgy, pneumatology integrates not only the body of the Church and those of believers, but together with this body the matter of the universe as ‘world.’”

If the Spirit is God Different, if the Spirit God Different inscribes the Divine Self into (or divinizes) our human corporality, if the Spirit integrates the body of the Church and those of all believers and those of all humankind with the matter of universe as world, then affirmation and embrace of embodied human difference is the mission of the Spirit.

I elaborate this in four parts: The first, sketches some of the alienations that shape our global material context; the second, analyzes the negative construction of difference and attends to social group differentiation, to conditions of social oppression, and to the role bias plays in that negative construction; the third, considers the mission of the Spirit with regard to the Genesis myth of Babel, to the theophany of Pentecost, and to the incident concerning Ananias and Sapphira in the Book of Acts; the fourth, suggests the mission of the Spirit in our broken and divided world.

THE GLOBAL MATERIAL CONTEXT

With alarming regularity and shocking cruelty, we humans assault, demean, impoverish, rape, torture, and murder one another simply because of socially produced difference. We meet embodied human difference with opposition and exclusion; we choose and decide to construct some different human persons as ‘other.’ Social scientists define ‘othering’ as that set of “dynamics, processes, and structures that engender marginality and persistent inequality across any of a full range of human differences based upon group identities.” Group difference functions as a major source of violent conflict and repression. We alienate and persecute children, women, and men identified or suspected to be ‘other;’—Rohingya in Myanmar, female in Cuidad Juárez, Mexico, Muslim in the United States, Polish in ‘Brexit’ Britain, Christian in Syria, Zimbabwean in South Africa.

Each day around the world, armed conflict, violence, and forced conscription drive thousands of children, women, and men from their homes, villages, and towns. Research conducted by the United Nations and the World Bank indicate that in 2014, fifty-one percent of all refugees were children, and by the end of 2015, violent conflicts “related to group-based grievances arising from inequality, exclusion, and feelings of injustice” had forced twenty-million persons to seek safety outside their country or region of birth. Poverty remains the scourge of our world and, along with war, the chief cause of hunger. By the year 2030 roughly forty-six percent of the world’s poor will live in fragile and conflict-affected situations stemming from their marginalization as different and, therefore, ‘other.’
In 2013, the year of the latest comprehensive data on global poverty, 767 million people are estimated to have been living below the international poverty line of $1.90 per person per day. Almost 11 people in every 100 in the world, or 10.7 percent of the global population, were poor by this standard, about 1.7 percentage points down from the global poverty headcount ratio in 2012.13

Moreover,

The 20% of the world’s population that resides in the affluent Northern hemisphere receives 60% of the world’s income, engages in 80% of the world’s trade, four-fifths of the world’s health spending, and consumes 86% of the world’s goods. This group consumes 45% of the world’s meat and fish, 58% of its energy, 84% of all paper, 85% of all water, and own 87% of all the world’s vehicles.14

The persistence and virulent spread of HIV and AIDS along with increasing incidences of polio and tuberculosis have reawakened old plagues in new places.15

Four decades ago, Gustavo Gutiérrez declared that the main challenge to liberation theology, “comes not from the skeptic but from the non-person or the non-human... the human being who isn’t recognized as such by the prevailing social order.”16 And Achille Mbembe puts it this way:

From the standpoint of colonialism, the colonized does not truly exist, as a person or as a subject. ...The colonized does not exist as a self; the colonized is, but in the same way as a rock is—that is, as nothing more. ...The colonized belongs to the universe of immediate things—useful things when needed, things that can be molded and are mortal, futile and superfluous things, if need be.17

We in the United States can no longer evade our particular historical, cultural, and social (i.e., political, economic, technological) problems with embodied human difference. Consider our uncritical surrender to the neoliberal market’s vulgarization of individuality as license, our exploitation of poor and working people along with processes of dis-employment, market manipulation, and commercialization of desire,18 our criminalization of poverty and contempt for the working poor,19 our arrogant and casual misogyny that has given rise to ‘rape culture,’20 our ineffective response to homelessness and disdain for homeless women and men,21 our dispossession and disregard of indigenous peoples,22 our obliviousness to environmental racism,23 our condescension to differently-abled
women and men, the privatization of our prisons along with massive rates of incarceration among black and brown men and youth and women, our dismissive attitudes toward the deaths of black and brown youth and women and men while interacting with police or their agents, our hate crimes against LGBTQI persons, our religious chauvinism, our narrowed cultural horizon, our nativism and bigotry toward immigrants, and our persistent racial animus.

The children, youth, women, and men to whom the above data refer quite literally are deprived of personhood. Because of their embodied difference, they are ostracized from the category of the human—neither their persons nor their needs matter at all in the manner in which the world’s resources are distributed. Our world has become a dumping ground, a “zone of social abandonment” for the many whom we have made wretched.

**SOCIAL OPPRESSION AND CONSTRUCTION OF DIFFERENCE**

A basic definition of the notion of difference posits some quality or feature of unlikeness between two or more things, events, places, or persons. A thoroughly ordinary instance may be drawn from sports: the baseball differs from the football in obvious empirical features of size, shape, mass, color, and material composition. The football and the baseball have different uses and one cannot be substituted for the other in playing the sport particular to each. Both the football and the baseball differ from the hockey puck, even though the puck and the baseball are moved about with sticks. Still, there is no mistaking hockey for football or football for hockey.

Embodied human difference cannot be dealt with so easily. Coding difference of gender or race or sexual orientation or culture as negative or deficient embodiment in some individuals and groups illustrates how meanings of difference may be structured and reproduced through power relations. Political theorist Iris Marion Young deploys the term social oppression to designate “the disadvantage and injustice some people suffer not because a tyrannical power coerces them, but because of the everyday practices of a well-intentioned liberal [or neo-liberal] society.” Social oppression denotes the “systemic constraints” placed on some individuals and groups by the choices, decisions, and policies made by a privileged few who hold power or wield influence in a given social order. The consequences of these choices, decisions, and polices are “embedded in unquestioned norms, habits, and symbols, in the assumptions underlying institutional rules and the collective consequences of following those rules.” In other words, through the ordinary processes of everyday life, we participate in the social oppression of differently embodied human ‘others,’ making ourselves complicit in the reproduction, transmission, and institutionalization of their oppression through our major political, economic, cultural, and religious institutions.
Social Group Differentiation

A social group is an aggregate of people, but not an aggregate merely. From a commonsense perspective or in ordinary terms, we utilize the notion of group to classify and distinguish people by racial characteristic or cultural-ethnic attributes (browns from whites, Cubans from Castilians), religious groups (Orthodox Jews from Sikhs), age groups (baby boomers from millennials), or women from men. From a technical perspective, the notion of social group denotes “a specific kind of collectivity, with specific consequences for how people understand one another and themselves.” On Young’s analysis, three basic characteristics distinguish a social group: (1) differentiation from at least one other group by cultural forms, practices, or a way of life; (2) preferential group affinity and interaction among individual group members; and (3) “as an expression of social relations, a group exists only in relation to at least one other group.”

Group differentiation is not in itself “oppressive [and] not all social groups are oppressed.” In this regard, two qualifications: First, although social processes of affinity and differentiation produce groups, this differentiation does not imply that individual persons or the social group as a group possess “a substantive essence” or fixed or distinctive nature. Second, although a social group may undergo one or more condition of social oppression as a group, not every individual member of the group experiences such oppression. A social group may be designated as oppressed when that group experiences one or more of the following five conditions of oppression: exploitation, marginalization, powerlessness, cultural imperialism, and violence.

Exploitation refers to the “oppression [that] occurs through a steady process of the transfer of the result of the labor of one social group to the benefit of another.” The injustice of class exploitation consists not only in gross inequities in the distribution of goods and services in a society, but also “enacts a [damaging] structural relation between social groups” and despoils human potential and affective relationships. Through the condition and process of marginalization an entire group or category of people are barred from active, practical, and creative participation in the civic and cultural life of a given society or nation. Marginalization, then, is a particularly “dangerous form of oppression.” In the extreme, marginalization potentially subjects an entire social group and its individual members not only to severe material deprivation and psychological abuse, but extermination—genocide, ethnic cleansing, apartheid represent such responses. Less extreme, but no less dangerous are efforts through legislation or coercion or propaganda to exclude socially marginalized, often highly visible and “minoritized,” persons or groups (e.g., women, the elderly) from civic and political participation or to arbitrarily control these persons or groups through “suspens[ions] of basic rights to privacy, respect, and individual choice.”

In neoliberal and advanced capitalist societies like the United States, Britain, or Germany, dominant privileged social groups may withhold power
from ‘other’ different marginalized social groups by persuading civil authorities, including legislators, courts, and law enforcement, to surveil or limit or exclude the participation of marginalized groups in mechanisms of the social order, thus rendering these groups and their members powerless, even as power is exercised over them. The conditions of exploitation, marginalization, and powerlessness refer to the concrete exercise of power in relation to others; these categories denote “structural and institutional relations that delimit people’s material lives.”

Cultural imperialism involves control and dominance over the content and means of mediation, interpretation, representation, and communication within a society. This entails not only the “universalization of a dominant group’s experience and culture,” but the normalization and normativity of their experience and culture. The cultural products of the dominant group reflect not only their own achievement, but function as the ideal representative of humanity as such. Further, Young argues, and quite perceptively so, that those who are “culturally dominated undergo a paradoxical oppression, in that they are both marked out by stereotypes and at the same time rendered invisible.” These culturally dominated women and men “find themselves defined from the outside, positioned and placed by a network of dominant meanings they experience as arising from elsewhere, from those with whom they do not identify and who do not identify with them.” Sadly, members of oppressed social groups too often internalize the dominant culture’s “stereotyped and inferiorized images” of themselves, at least insofar as they are forced to react to the behavior of others who are influenced by those images.

The fifth condition of social oppression is violence. Members of oppressed social groups live with the fear of random, unprovoked attacks on their persons or property. Consider that in many Western countries, women, Jews, Arabs, Muslims, Sikhs, gay and lesbian and transgender people live daily with the fear of physical violence. In dozens of countries in the Middle East, North Africa, and Asia, Christians actually live in fear of their lives (the 2019 Easter Sunday bombing in Siri Lanka is indicative of the threat some Christians face in parts of the world). Recall that Saddam Hussein and ISIS sought to obliterate the Yazidis people, but their plight has gained the compassion and support of the world in the light of the persecution and oppression they have faced on grounds of their ethnic and religious difference in Iraq. Such irrational and unpredictable violence ought to neither be deemed merely aberrant nor exclusively be ascribed to extremists. When potential violators intentionally look for different ‘others’ to attack or assault, violence morphs into a “social practice.” We tolerate violence. We blame the victim (‘she should have worn something more modest or’ ‘they do not belong here’); we rationalize the perpetrator’s violence (‘boys will be boys’ or ‘we have to protect our country’) and reward them with light judicial sentences, or no sentence at all. Through silence and failure to act, we endorse such violence, thus rendering it an acceptable social practice and lending it legitimacy. While we identify such violence to be an
individual moral wrong, individual sin, or minor crime (and violence is all those things), we have yet to understand it as an act of social injustice.48

Interpreting the situations of various social groups through Young’s framework of conditions of oppression permits comparison without reducing or ranking. At the same time, critically uncovering the particularities of any social group’s history, culture, and religious orientation both complicate and deepen our understanding of their experience of difference and their responses to conditions of social oppression.

Bias: Dramatic, Individual, Group, and General

When we meet social ‘others’, too often we meet them not as human subjects to be encountered, engaged, respected, even cherished, but rather as objectified embodied difference to be confined and constrained—members of social groups who must be controlled and circumscribed. What accounts for our responses? Research by social scientists, psychologists, and educators suggests that our nearly instantaneous, immediate reactions of suspicion or rejection to embodied difference stem from “implicit bias” or “implicit social cognition.”49

Implicit bias or implicit cognition refers to the attitudes or stereotypes that affect our understanding, actions, and decisions in an unconscious manner. These biases, which encompass both favorable and unfavorable assessments, are activated involuntarily and without an individual's awareness or intentional control.50

Remarkably, insight into the cognitive dimension of bias was anticipated more than fifty years ago by Jesuit philosopher and theologian Bernard Lonergan.51 His formulation of bias may help us to clarify the cognitive and affective roots of our negative response to embodied difference and to ‘social others.’ At the outset, Lonergan distinguishes bias from the commonsense notion of bias as a particular, specific preference or as an inclination of temperament. Rather, bias is the more or less conscious and deliberate choice, in the face of what we perceive to be a potential threat to our well-being, to exclude further questions or data from consideration in our experiencing, understanding, judging, deciding and acting.52 All human beings are susceptible to bias, which interferes with our conscious performance in everyday living through distorting affect and blinding understanding. His proposal identifies four (4) principal ways in which such distortion may occur—dramatic, individual, group, and general bias.

Dramatic bias takes the form of the denial of affect in day-to-day living, cognitively it resists insight into the feeling-laden unconscious or psyche. When we feel fear or resentment at interpersonal or societal situations, we resist self-
examination and repress those feelings; that repression and denial interferes with our deliberation and choices, our decisions and actions. Individual bias reveals itself in egoism, cognitively it refuses insight into what might help others or benefit and promote the common good. Group bias takes the form of ethnocentrism, cognitively it refuses insight into what might be necessary or good for other groups. The general bias of common sense manifests itself in anti-intellectualism, cognitively it preempts further investigation of a question or issue with an immediate solution or short-term fix. General bias sacrifices long-term results, consequences, or possibilities to ad hoc measures.

Bias reinforces the conditions of social oppression: Consider that dramatic bias may manifest itself in interpersonal interactions between privileged and marginalized individuals and groups. The egoism of individual bias permits privileged individuals to project personal inadequacies on individuals of marginalized groups; this distorts not only the development of that privileged individual’s intelligence, but the formation of her or his affective and experiential life as well. Members of marginalized groups harm themselves by internalizing self-doubt or self-hatred. The upshot of individual bias is a set of distorted experiences that become the foundation for distorted group understanding of social ‘others’ and their cultures.

To repeat, all individuals are susceptible to individual bias, but institutionalized social oppression cannot be attributed to individual bias alone. For example, when forms of media caricature members of disempowered groups (e.g., immigrants, women, racially minoritized people), these images instill derogatory ideas about those groups. In turn, those ideas and images are mapped on to all the members of that particular group and absolutized: ‘that is just how those people are.’ These images encourage individuals of privileged social groups to propose policies and enact programs presented as putatively beneficial for the whole of society but, in fact, advantage their own group at the expense of the need or concerns of marginalized or disempowered others. Or consider how dramatic an individual bias coalesce in resentment as one man in re-feeling the anger at his own incompetence trumps up spurious reasons to reject women applicants for a position; through taunts and derision, he draws other men into agreement with him. Or consider that group bias as expressed in real estate patterns makes it easy for privileged social groups to avoid even casual contact with non-privileged members of society. With little or no person-to-person encounter with social others, privileged groups make decisions that reinforce the marginalization and powerlessness of others; because that privileged group possesses societal influence, their decisions are likely to be upheld and enforced through legislation. And in some especially egregious situations, marginalized racial groups may vent their frustration in acts of civil disobedience and rebellion.

I have been spelling out the underside or negative construction of embodied
human difference through social oppression and bias. Although, social group differentiation in itself is not negative, oppression of individual members of social groups or social groups themselves not only is negative, but immoral, unjust, and sinful. Theologically, social oppression insults the Triune God and obstructs God’s glory from shining forth in human persons deprived of vital, full, and abundant life (anthropology). Theologically, social oppression disrupts the potential realization of communion between humans and between humans and creation (ethics). But, social oppression as perpetrated by those who wield cultural, political, economic, and technological power with brute force or subtle coercion may “betray their fear that another power, other than theirs and greater, has been unleashed.”54 For the Spirit, like the wind, “blows where [and when] it chooses” (John 3:8).

READING BIBLICAL TEXTS WITH CHAUVET
IN ORDER TO DISCERN THE MISSION OF THE SPIRIT

The Hebrew word ruah is translated in the New Testament as the Greek pneuma, which means breath, air, wind or soul. In Hebrew, ruah denotes spirit, breath, or wind and is almost always connected with the life-giving attribute of God.55 Spirit-ruah—paradoxical, elusive, uncontrollable, absolutely free—appears and re-appears throughout the Bible’s narration of Divine and human encounter: from creating (Ps 104: 29-39; Gen 2:7) to engaging; from reproving to saving to blessing (Gen 6-9); from calling to covenanting (Gen 12ff); from liberating to forming, establishing, protecting (Ex1-15; Ps 107: 39-43; 136: 23-26); reproving (1 and 2 Sam, Isa 61:1-12, Ezek 36-3, Joel 2: 28-29); loving and abiding continually with the people of the Covenant; from the conception to the birth of the Jew Jesus of Nazareth (Lk 1:26-38), his prophetic praxis and preaching of the reign of God (Lk 4:14ff) to his death, resurrection, and ascension; to Pentecost (Acts 2: 1-14). Repeatedly, the Spirit enters into human history—inspiring, exhorting, reproving (Acts 4:32-51-11), prompting, animating (Acts 2: 37-47ff), empowering, and sustaining human persons in active imaginative engagement with the Transcendent Triune God.56

The Pauline texts have shaped rather decisively our understanding of the meaning of the Spirit’s dynamic presence and action. Thus it is customary to accord serious attention to the Pauline corpus in theological reflection on the Spirit. Indeed, for Paul, the coming of the Spirit communicates the Divine will for our salvation, empowers the entire ekklesia (community of believers), brings to it a diversity of gifts for the common good, and animates it for the sake of the reign of God. Those whom the Spirit empowers are endowed with the wisdom to see the world from God’s perspective and to act accordingly. To experience, or to enjoy the Spirit in fullness, is to put on “the mind of Christ” (I Cor 2:16). However, in view of the
overall aim of this lecture, the complexity and far-reaching influence of those texts place engagement with Pauline teaching beyond the scope of this presentation. Three goals direct this section: reading the myth of Babel and the theophany of Pentecost with Chauvet, analyzing the deception of Ananias and Sapphira, and clarifying the mission of the Spirit in those instances.

From Undifferentiation to Differentiation: Reading Babel and Pentecost with Chauvet

Chauvet opens his discussion of the event of Pentecost by interpreting Philo of Alexandria’s commentary on the theophany at Sinai (Ex 19: 16-25).57 Without mouth, tongue, or voice, Philo explains: God “decided to produce by a miracle an invisible noise in the air, a breath exhaled in words.” The words are blown by and as the wind, are given form and are transformed into flames. From the middle of the fire “a resounding voice... descended from heaven” and struck all present with “bewilderment,” for each person hears the message in their own language. And, what is more, the message “seemed to be seen rather than heard.”58

“The fire of the Spirit,” Chauvet says, “makes visible what the voice of God (or rather, the voices of God, which are ‘seen’ by all the people) makes audible. And what the Spirit makes audible and visible is not only that God speaks every language (Acts 2: 9-10), but also... that God cannot be heard except through the intermediary of a variety of tongues.”59 The Spirit negotiates divine difference to communicate with various peoples (embodied human difference) and can only be heard in the plurality and diversity of languages. That word must bear fruit in every time and place, for the “word that goes out from the mouth [of God]... shall not return to [God] empty, but it shall accomplish that for which [God] purpose[s], and succeed in the thing for which [God] sent it” (NRSV Isa 55:10-11).

The story of Babel (Gen 11:1-9), Chauvet suggests, is humanity’s refusal of and resistance to Divine difference. “At Babel,” he reasons, “the dreamed of and sacrilegious undifferentiation which humans wish to establish between themselves and God is itself the expression of the undifferentiation that reigns among them.”60 The people of Babel hold fast to one and the same language, one and the same linguistic construction, the same words. They speak to one another in such a way that they and their words ‘mirror’ one another. Each one is an echo, a replica, a (photo)copy of the others; each one is indistinguishable from another. Uniformity not unity configures their living and their city. Chauvet continues:

Now, when the differences, between themselves and between themselves and God are abolished, there reigns the totalitarianism of a ‘phallic’ absolute power which, like the tower with its top in heaven, takes itself for the Truth of God’s very self and... transforms official discourses into absolute knowledge. Each
person is thereafter summoned, under pain of death, to conform to the same ideology. But we know that beneath this regime of uniform identity and the parroting of official interpretations, there rumble violence and revolt. God prohibits this sort of undifferentiation. ...To the totalitarian reign of the Same, God opposes the symbolic reign of the Other.61

Through concocted sameness the people of Babel mask difference between themselves and attempt to erase difference between themselves and God. In impudence, they build a tower to breach the heavens. This is vanity: They chase the wind, but cannot and shall never master Divine ruah (NRSV AP Sirach 1: 14, 17).

Then they said, “Come, let us build ourselves a city, and a tower with its top in the heavens, and let us make a name for ourselves; otherwise we shall be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth” (NRSV Gen 11:4).

Moreover, Wes Howard Brook points out the “numerous self-referential pronouns: ‘us,’ ‘ourselves’ (each twice) and ‘we’ that appear in the passage. No reference is made to God or to the rest of creation; the brick-building project would enclose humanity in work of its own hands.”62 Babel rises on idolatrous logic: The people seek to make a name for themselves, to make their city great. Wealth, status, and privilege supplant communal values. A people’s boast displaces the name of the Holy One, and the stench of their arrogance reaches the heavens. With superb irony, Howard-Brook comments:

The city and tower, which would be ‘skyscrapers,’ are so small that YHWH cannot see them from were YHWH lives without coming down for a look! YHWH’s response inverts the human goal. If YHWH does not act in the face of this human project, ‘nothing that they propose to do will now be impossible for them.’63

God comes down and disrupts their pretension to empire: God confuses their language, scatters the people. No longer can they rely on one language, one set of meanings through which to amass and hold power.64

Beneath the drive for undifferentiation, homogeneity and sameness, mistrust of difference, discomfort at introspection, suspicion of ‘otherness’ simmers to a boil. At the same time, the drive for undifferentiation, homogeneity and sameness exposes fear—fear of scarcity, fear of want, fear of change. Chauvet concludes, “God prohibits this sort of undifferentiation. God... separates, thereby,
enabling all to breathe, to no longer be short of ruah, that is, to come to themselves as subjects in their difference.” Their scattering, their separation, their embodied difference becomes the “salvation of humankind.”

Pentecost parallels and fulfills (Peter says as much), the prophecy of Joel: “I will pour out my spirit on all flesh; your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, and your young men shall see visions. Even on the male and female slaves, in those days, I will pour out my spirit” (Joel 2: 28-29). Pentecost is the “anti-Babel,” reversal and remedy. “Pentecost makes clear that the salvation of humanity lies in respect for the difference. Respect for the difference-holiness of God.”

When the day of Pentecost had come, they were altogether in one place. And suddenly from heaven there came a sound like the rush of a violent wind, and it filled the entire house where they were sitting. Divided tongues, as of fire, appeared among them, and a tongue rested on each of them. All of them were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other languages, as the Spirit gave them ability.

Now there were devout Jews from every nation under heaven living in Jerusalem. And at this sound the crowd gathered and was bewildered, because each one heard them speaking in the native language of each. Amazed and astonished, they asked, “Are not all these who are speaking Galileans? And how is it that we hear, each of us, in our own native language? ...We hear them speaking about God’s deeds of power.” All were amazed and perplexed, saying to one another, “What does this mean?” But others sneered and said, “They are filled with new wine” (NRSV Acts 2: 1-8, 11-12).

Once again, the Spirit manifests the Divine presence in “symbols of the unmasterable: wind and fire, while the ‘voice’ makes itself heard from within these theophanic elements.” Whereas Babel’s desire for the totalitarian concealed fear, Pentecost revels in difference and demonstrates “respect for the difference between humans,” respect for God-Spirit, respect for God Different.

On the very memorial of the reception of the Tablets of the Covenant at Mount Sinai, the feast of Shavu’ot, the Spirit opened, filled, and released the disciples to act and to speak boldly, without fear—to preach to and to pray with the rulers of the people (4:31), to initiate new ministries (6-7), to commission Peter and John to Samaria (8:14-18), to baptize and eat with Gentiles (8: 28, 29; 10:1-48), to recognize and affirm Saul’s conversion (9:1-8), and to journey to far-flung places and peoples for the sake of the ‘good news’ (11:24-13).

Chauvet’s reading of Pentecost confirms the significance of humanity as
differentiated and individuated. At Pentecost, the Spirit publicly performs the Triune God’s respect, affirmation, and embrace of embodied human difference.

By creating differences between humans the Spirit [God Different] sets up communication between them. By opening up a lack between them, it enables them not to fail to meet one another. Just as opening in each person the absence of God, it enables them not to fail to meet God. The Spirit is thus at the place of our desire.70

Chauvet takes us further: The Spirit “is the Openness in God’s very self, the Openness that is constitutive of God’s very self, an Openness [the Spirit] inscribed between persons and within each person.” 71 The Spirit makes us for the Triune God and the Triune God has made us for one another; we are meant to encounter and engage one another, to be together in friendship, in peace, and in love.

The Spirit and the ‘Sovereign Couple’

After the death of Jesus, the earliest followers of his ‘Way’ gathered together in small communities or assemblies (ekklesia) in private houses that permitted face-to-face encounter.72 This arrangement was not so much innovation as imitation: Given the size of the Jewish population in the Diaspora and the distinctiveness of their worship, Jews met for worship in private houses that eventually gave way to separate synagogue buildings. The synagogues functioned as places for wakes, meetings of the council, gatherings of friends, communal or personal discussions, transactions among business acquaintances, and so on, even as it remained a place of worship. Gerhard Lohfink describes the synagogue “as a community center belonging to a congregation that gathered regularly and shared a common life.” 73

The women and men who were followers of the ‘Way’ adopted the synagogue model and met in private houses. They joined their lives to one another, devoted themselves to the teaching of the apostles, to fellowship, to a common table for prayer and for the breaking of bread as well as to a community of goods (Acts 2: 32, 36, 37, 41-42, 44). The Spirit poured out a rich diversity of gifts (charisms) upon the ekklesia, animating women and men for the common good, for the sake of the reign of God.

In his description of the Jerusalem community, Luke calls our attention to the community of goods. This refers to a “common (poor) fund... established and maintained over a period of time by members of the community selling off possessions,” then turning over part or all of the proceeds.74 It is well to remember that Ananias and Sapphira were neither compelled to join the ‘Way’ nor forced to comply with the pattern of sale of property with donation of the proceeds to the
community. But, as Jesus taught: “You cannot serve God and wealth” (NRSV Lk 16: 14). The couple conspire to deceive the apostles and the community, they withhold a portion of the money for themselves—alone (v. 2). When questioned about the amount, Ananias insists that he has handed over the full amount of the sale. Peter catches him out: Not only has Ananias lied to the ekklesia, but to the Holy Spirit (vv. 3-5); he falls dead. Roughly, three hours later, ignorant of the cost of Ananias’s lie, Sapphira faces cross-examination. The wife corroborates the husband’s lie. Peter catches her out: Not only has Sapphira lied to the community, but to the Holy Spirit (vv. 7-10); she falls dead. The community roils in fear at this judgment of the Spirit.

The deaths of Ananias and Sapphira constitute one of the most disturbing events in the Book of Acts. The core of this pericope instructs believers about right living of the ‘Way,’ about idolatry and sovereignty. The ekklesia seeks to live common life as authentically and practically as possible under the aegis of the Holy Spirit—a life of trust in the gracious care and providence of God who provides the future and prepares us for that future. Luke’s gospel, perhaps written for a community experiencing strained relations between social classes, aimed to encourage new and fruitful relationships among its members (Lk 6: 20-23; 10:25-37); active compassionate solidaristic response to the needs of the poor, infirm, and wounded (Lk 12: 32-34; 14: 12-14); rejection of avarice, greed, and covetousness (Lk 12: 15; 16: 13, 19-31).

The decisions and actions of Ananias and Sapphira run counter to the ‘Way’ that Jesus taught. The deception that the couple contrives mimics the enclosing construction of Babel. Just as the people of Babel brick themselves up within a totality of their own self-regarding self-aggrandizement, so too Ananias and Sapphira join together (couple) and enclose themselves, not in love but in pretense—mirroring in one another greed, fraud, and deceit. The people of Babel sought security in the tower/city; Ananias and Sapphira sought security not in community, but in control of community by regulating what was destined for community. The former seek to accomplish this through pride and labor, the latter through arrogance and deceit. The people of Babel placed their trust in sameness, oneness, and undifferentiation; Ananias and Sapphira placed their trust in coupling complicity and connivance.

The quest for fame drives the people of Babel in building their tower / city, the scattering mocks and humiliates them. Ananias and Sapphira withhold money, but the text does not tell us why. Perhaps, they simply wanted—something extra, unusual, or special; or perhaps they wanted fame and recognition for their service. We cannot know. But, we do know that Jesus found dishonesty and hypocrisy repugnant: “All those who exalt themselves will be humbled, and those who humble themselves will be exalted” (NRSV Lk 18: 14). The Spirit is the Spirit of truth and “is intrinsically inimical to a person’s false public persona, to a public image created artificially to gain recognition that the person does not truly deserve.”
In his theological commentary on *Acts*, Willie James Jennings names Ananias and Sapphira a “sovereign couple.” As such they oppose themselves to Sovereign Spirit. “The sovereign is he [sic] who decides on the exception.” The sovereign may act without constraint of law, confirm norms, and willfully determine the exception. Ananias and Sapphira elevate and absolutize themselves; they make themselves the exception. In this, they seek to rival the Spirit. Their willful decision to withhold money violates the potential of distributive justice to bring about healing, to strengthen bonds of love and service, and to create new relationships among members of the community. The sovereign couple will not give the gift (i.e., the concretization of communal solidarity), thus they cannot receive the gift of “love-creating koinonia” between themselves, with others, and with the Triune God. Their action and behavior disclose the recrudescence of idolatry. In setting themselves apart from, above, and over ‘others’ and the Divine Other, the people of Babel and the sovereign couple make (create) themselves as gods (idols); they worship their own power and prowess, praise the greatness of their own names. The people of Babel and Ananias and Sapphira yearn to secure for themselves what no political arrangement, no economic system, no cultural practice can guarantee: immortality, eternal life.

**THE MISSION OF THE HOLY SPIRIT IN A BROKEN AND DIVIDED WORLD**

In the stories of Babel, the theophany at Pentecost, and the pretension of Ananias and Sapphira to sovereignty, the mission of the Spirit /God Different takes form as affirmation and embrace of difference. The Spirit continues this mission in our fraught and fragmented global material context. Just as the Spirit opens the grace-laden potential of affirmation and embrace of difference to early believers, the Spirit opens and teaches us to live in and to live out in our own time the ‘Way’ to the Triune God.

1. Affirmation of Difference: The myth of Babel and the deception of Ananias and Sapphira constitute rejection of difference. Through their undifferentiation (false uniformity, not unity at all), the people of Babel set themselves apart from and over against the difference of the Transcendent Other. Through their tower/city, they vied for immortality and contended against Divine omnipotence. The sovereign couple set themselves apart from other and different believers, particularly those who may have been poor or needy and those who committed themselves to concrete solidarity as expressed in a community of goods. The couple pitted their will-to-power over against the empowering-will of the Spirit. These two narratives function as cautionary tales about the exercise of power and the itch of fame, about the opposition of exclusivity to openness.

On the other hand, the response of the people at Pentecost demonstrates the power and empowering gift of the Spirit in and through affirmation and embrace of
difference. The basic human orientation of openness empowers each one to hear and to respond to the saving message in and through individual and group difference; each and all are changed together. The experience of the Spirit forms “a constitutive element in the experience of the ‘Thou,’ in the experience of sociality, and in the experience nature.”

In our global matrix, we have come to tolerate social oppression of children, women, and men in their difference. Daily, we witness the “alluring and annihilating force of totalitarianism” along with the collusion of cultural, philosophical, political, and religious ideologies “that subsume multiplicity under an all-encompassing ‘system,’” that rejects “real otherness.” The Spirit invites us to life with real others. The Spirit cultivates in our hearts a yearning for the other; invites us to regard and love the stranger, the migrant, the refugee, the welfare recipient, the homeless person, and those who are impoverished. Through the Spirit, God’s love is poured into our hearts (Rom 5:5). The Spirit prompts, animates, and directs our natural desire for God and fulfills that desire by conferring divine friendship. Thus, caught up in divine friendship transformed by this gift of love, we perceive all creation from the perspective of God. “Everything which God loves, will also become an object of human love for God, simply because God loves it.” Now because God loves, we too love our neighbor, our enemies, those who do wrong to us and who hurt us—they too are in the image of God and belong to God and live in the sphere of God’s love.

Jesus taught that love of neighbor can never be abstract, but rather is concretized in solidarity. Solidarity is no mere commonsense identification among members of the same group (e.g., nation, class, gender, race), although that identification may be beneficial, sometimes, even necessary. Nor is solidarity to be confused with mere identity politics, although it involves recognition of identity and of difference. As a theological category for social praxis, solidarity concerns the empathetic incarnation of Christian love. It is an intentional, moral and ethical task.

2. Body: In the theophany of Pentecost, Spirit /God Different embraces human difference and affirms its necessity for and in revelation. The Spirit enabled each individual person to hear Peter’s message in and through his (and her?) embodied difference—language, culture, history, religious practice, personal experience. This outpouring was but a continuation of the work of the Spirit, whose power has been effective everywhere and for all time, “cleansing hearts by faith and making no distinctions” among all those who gather together in confession of Jesus as Lord (Acts 15:8-9).

The Spirit celebrates human difference and calls us to acknowledge, recognize, affirm, and embrace human persons in their difference. The Spirit defies and resists, will not and cannot be confined by any socially constructed boundaries of age, gender, social condition, culture, custom, race, nation, or ecclesiastical
standing. The Spirit honors each human person “as an original and autonomous principle of sensitivity, experience, relationships, and initiatives.” The Spirit inscribes the Divine into our human bodies, divinizes us, dwells within us: “Do you not know that your bodies are temples of the Holy Spirit, who is in you, whom you have received from God? You are not your own” (NRSV 1 Cor 6: 19).

3. Love: Love grounds and reorients the praxis of our very being. Love (charity), enables us to love God and our neighbors with agape—self-transcending love. Love, Chela Sandoval, tells us enacts a “hermeneutics of social change, a decolonizing movida.” Authentic love reveals itself concretely in option and action; it calls for the radical solidarity on behalf of and with the ‘other’—those whom society tolerates, despises, and excludes. In concrete practical action, love answers again and again the question, ‘Who is my neighbor?’ The neighbor is whoever is dissed, dismissed, and discarded because of age or infirmity or being differently-abled, because of religious or political affiliation, because of culture or race or ethnicity, because of gender or sex or sexual orientation, because of social class or economic impoverishment. Who is my neighbor? The neighbor is whoever is weak, repressed, forgotten, victimized, and excluded; whoever has been made to feel that her/his life is trivial, dispensable, and does not matter in the modern/neo-liberal/neo-colonial/global design. These are the little ones whom the Holy Three cherishes and embraces as God’s very own. These are the little ones whom the Holy Spirit comforts, refreshes.

CONCLUSION

This reflection took inspiration from Louis-Marie Chauvet’s proposal of the Spirit as God Different in order to consider the mission of the Spirit as opening us to affirm and embrace embodied human difference—to affirm and embrace one another in our difference. The starting point for understanding our need for this mission began with a review of the global material context in which we live (part one). This review was augmented by a discussion of social oppression and affective and cognitive bias (part two), illustrating how we create social ‘others,’ expelling them from the realm of the human simply because of the startling beauty and demand of their difference. That such action and behavior defy the very meaning of the Incarnation seems not to trouble those of us who call ourselves Christians. Through interpreting and reading a few scriptural texts along with Chauvet and a few other biblical commentators (part three), the mission of the Spirit in our global material context is clarified as affirmation and embrace of difference.

To participate in the mission of the Spirit entails openness, a certain docility, alertness to the unexpected and to what may be ‘beyond,’ free consent to and active cooperation with divine initiative, love and communion, prayer and service: thus, the Spirit may possess us and transfigure us into the image of the
Word (NRSV 2 Cor 3:18). The Spirit makes, molds, forms, and fills us with holy mysterious differentiating divine life as persons, as groups, as communities. Above all, the Spirit unites and differentiates us and our gifts in and for the common good of God’s creation. The Spirit affirms us, embraces us, energizes us, liberates us, empowers us, makes us restless and eager to witness in active compassionate solidarity to the presence of God in humanity and in creation.
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